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Article by Peter Koenig.
Another false flag in Würzburg, Bavaria, Germany. A young man attacks four passengers in a train
and later a passerby in the street. The scenes repeat themselves now in rapid cadence. Paris,
Brussels, Nice, Bangladesh… Same patterns, same motives – and same group of terrorists claiming
credit. The lies and propaganda are becoming more flagrant, and, We, the People, just swallow it.
No questions asked. For how long? Until it is too late – when we are all militarized and can’t make a
move without being watched – or killed for disobedience?
How much longer!
Tell me friends, world compatriots – how much longer are we just looking on and accepting what
authorities want us to believe for the purposes of serving the elite that directs and pays them? A
corporate and financial elite that needs a militarized society to drive the final nail into the coffin of
democracy? Of sovereignty? Of individual freedom?
How much longer?
As reported by the Swiss and various German media, on 18 July, in a train near Wuerzburg, Bavaria,
allegedly a young, 17-year old Afghan citizen, who arrived a year ago in Germany as a refugee,
attacked a traveling Hong Kong family and a passerby with an axe and knife, injuring all five people
of whom at least two seriously. His alleged motive was revenge on infidels – those who do not
believe in the Quran. The msm say that during the attack, according to witnesses – who are these
witnesses? – he yelled repeatedly "Allahu akbar" ("God is Great").
When the train came to a screeching emergency halt, the alleged perpetrator eventually jumped to
escape. While running, he allegedly attacked a passerby. A special police commando, coincidentally
(term used by the msm) in the area pursued the young man and killed him in, what they call, ‘selfdefense’! – Wonderful! – An armed to the teeth German police commando killed a 17-year old boy,
armed merely with an axe and knife – in self-defense!
Voilà. Again dead men don’t talk.
And Würzburg’s Ober-Prosecutor can now freely invent whatever suits the purpose, i.e. that a few
hours after the attack, ISIS claimed responsibility for the attack, and that there was an apparent
video from the alleged terrorist in which he was announcing ‘revenge’, that in his rented room the
police found a hand-painted IS-flag and a letter that looked like a good-by letter to his father. The
name of the young man --- ehhh ‘terrorist’ was as of this writing not revealed.
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This morning, the ISIS-Daesh propaganda website, called Amaq – does anybody ever check who is
truly behind this internet site? – published a video showing a young ISIS soldier, proclaiming, ’I am a
soldier of the Islamic State and am about to start a sacred operation in Germany’. And the young
man is wielding a knife which the German investigators are still trying to figure out whether it’s the
same one the Würzburg ‘terrorist’ has used in his train assault.
I’m not kidding. This is what the German and European media are trying to have the public at large
swallow. Getting more and more flagrant in their lies, is of no concern to the criminal authorities,
the real perpetrators of the crimes committed, the murdered people left behind by these false
flags, in Paris, San Bernardino, Orlando, Brussels, Nice, Bangladesh ---- and the list goes on and is
growing.
This is the new CIA-led ‘Gladio’, as well depicted by Paul Craig Roberts
http://www.informationclearinghouse.info/article45134.htm - destroying any free ideas, spreading
fear, making citizens compliant. ‘Gladio’ was the code name for the operation designed and led by
CIA after WWII to destroy the Communist parties in France and foremost in Italy. With a series of
false flags which were years later officially revealed by an investigating judge – too late for people to
still relate to the events – the plan was successful; the left was divided, decimated people put under
fear – supporting the fake Cold War against the ‘horrendous’ danger called Soviet Union. – Cui
Bono? Naturally the military industrial complex, the predators of humanity, the ever smaller elite
behind Washington, NATO and the European vassal states – then, in the 1960’s / 1970’s – as well as
today.
People out of fear will ask for more police and military protection. It will be a piece of cake for
European puppet politicians to glide through their respective parliaments laws and even
constitutional amendments allowing a permanent state of war, Martial Law, to be enshrined in the
countries’ legislation. France, after the false flag Nice Bastille Day massacre will most likely be the
first one to enter a permanent state of emergency, effectively Martial Law.
Europe must be militarized to oppress any peoples’ protests that may arise with future barbarities
the ‘establishment’ will impose upon its citizens, like the TTIP (Transatlantic Trade and Investment
Partnership), currently being ‘negotiated’ in secret and behind closed doors by a small unelected
group of people in Brussels – the TTIP, which, if signed and ratified by the EU member countries,
would super-impose corporate private courts over countries sovereign courts and legal systems,
leaving behind a trail of misery, of outright slavehood for European citizens.
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Militarization also means deviating people’s minds from the imminent NATO threat, allowing NATO
to further advance and encroach Russia, further provoking Russia into a WWIII- to be played out in
Europe, naturally, not in the sacred US of A. Of course not. That would be the third time in a century
that Europe would be destroyed by a Washington instigated war; most likely humanity would be
wiped out. Or, there may be just enough serfs left to slave for the elite which has been hiding in
bunkers during their imposed world holocaust. When the dust settles, they may have what they
always wanted - the remaining natural resources of planet earth all for themselves, not having to
protect and share them with 7.3 billion co-inhabitants.
Let’s remind ourselves, the final objective of this evil group is Full Spectrum Dominance over the
world’s energy, people and finances. This plan is not new. It was coined in the seventies by Henry
Kissinger, a backbone of the nefarious Bilderberg Society, when he said, ‘who controls energy
controls whole continents, who controls food, controls people, and who controls money can control
the entire world’.
We are soon there, but can still stop it. It’s not yet too late. One of the most direct ways is by
dismantling the European Union, the Euro and eliminate NATO from Europe. BREXIS gives us hope.
It is already inspiring other nations to exit this atrocious fiefdom in Brussels. None of these three
yokes – EU, Euro, NATO – oppressing Europeans was a European idea in the first place. They were
the concepts for future dominance emerging during or shortly after WWII of the Machiavellian
secretive and invisible elite behind the United States of America who carried out – and still carries
out – their wishes. Stooges directing vassals to oppress people.
How man massacres will it take until we see the light?
Peter Koenig is an economist and geopolitical analyst. He is also a former World Bank staff and worked
extensively around the world in the fields of environment and water resources. He writes regularly for
Global Research, ICH, RT, Sputnik, PressTV, Chinese 4th Media, TeleSUR, The Vineyard of The Saker Blog,
and other internet sites. He is the author of Implosion – An Economic Thriller about War, Environmental
Destruction and Corporate Greed – fiction based on facts and on 30 years of World Bank experience
around the globe. He is also a co-author of The World Order and Revolution! - Essays from the Resistance.
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